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Abstraetu This articie presents a discrission of task-based approach in

Communicative l-anguage Teaching. A task is a classroom activity in-

voiving leamer's interaction in which the main attention is on the mean-

ing more than on the form of the target language. This approach may be

applicable to TEF[- in Indonesian context.
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This article constitutes a discussion of a trend in Communicative Language

Teaching (CLT), that is the task-based approach. This approach, which

emphasises a focus on meaning in language learning, emerged in the 1980s.

The discussion is focused on the background of the emergence of task-

based approach, its characteristics and components, and the possibility of
its application for TEFL in Indonesia.

BACKGROUND OF TASK.BASED APPROACH

Since its emergence in the 1970s Communicative Language Teaching

(CLT) has undergone three phases (Rodgers, 1990:G-7), namely, theWilkins
Period with the terms of notions and functions, the Munby Period with the

needs analysis, and the Prabhu Period with the procedural, process, and

task syllabus. Wilkins' idea and other notional-functional syllabuses were

criticised as rnerelv replacing one kinC of list such as a list of grammar

items (in structural syllabus) with another, i.e. a list of notions and func-

tions, and therefore lacking a communicative process (Richards and Rodgers,

1986:74\.They are reierred ta asrype A or synthetic syllabuses. A synthetic
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syllabus is one in which elements of the iarget language are separated into
pieces and taught step by step; and then, it is the leamers' tasks to synthesise
the pieces when they want to use them for communication (Long and
Crookes, 1992:28). Munby's idea appears to have developed into English
for specific purposes (ESP). The Prabhu Period is characterised by the de-
velopment of task-based CLT, Prabhu introduced one type of task-based
C[.jT, calleC the prccedural syll,^abus, which was trialled in Bangalore,Ma-
dras Communicational Teaching Project (Beretta and Davies, 1985; Long
and Crookes, 1992:34).

In addition to the procedural syllabus, Long and Crookes (1992) iden-
tify two other types of task-based CLI, namely, theprocess syllabus (Breen,
1984; Candlin, 1987; Candlin and Murphy, 1987) and the task syllabus
(Long and Crookes , 1992; Nunan, I 991). These three syllabuses, which are
referred to N type B syllabuses, or analytic syllabuses, reject linguistic
elements (such as word, structure, notion, or function) as the unit of sylla-
bus design, and instead adopt a conception oftask as an alternative.

CHARACTERISTICS OF TASK.BASED ACTIVITIES
The three types of task-based syllabus stated above have slight

differences. The procedural syllabus, for instance, rejects a focus on form
irr its instniction (kabhu , i984:275-276), mearring ihai ihere is no grammar-
lesson for learners. Compared with the procedural syllabus, the process

syllabus is more learner-centred. Long anci Crookes (1992:38) expiain that
the proponents of the process syllabus maintain that "any sylla-bus, preset
or not, is constantly subject to negotiation and reinterpretation by teachers
irnd leamers in *.he ciassro.Jm." In its implementaiion, the process syllabus
rs criticised since it implies a change of role relationships and a redistribution
ol'power anC authority in the classroorn that would be too radical andlor
r:ulturally unacceptable in some socieiies (Long anci Crookes, 1992:39i.

The third type of task-based CLT, rvhich is the task syllabus cr ta,tk-
lused language teaching (TBLT), seems to be rnore promising for its appli-
cation in Indonesian coniext. especially because it does not exclude focus
orr lunn and does not suggest a radical change ofrelaticnship between teach:
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ers and learners. Long and Crookes (1992) mention that task-based lan-

guage teaching integrates meaning-focused and form-focused tasks' As stated

ty Suuign"n llggl:ZOgt, "for the development of communicative ability,

researctr findings overwhelmingly support the integration of form-focused

exerc i ses wi r.Jr heani ng-focused experlence. " lvteanin g-focused task s are

based on a premise that language mastery is best acquired through negotia-

tion of meaning in the process of interaction, and form-iocused tasks are

based on a premise that language mastery is best acquired when language

form is brought to the attention of the learner during the negotiation of

meaning. The focus on forrn in TBLT, however, does not imply a return of

the grammar-based or synthetic syllabus. The focus on form here (Long

and Crookes , lgg?j refers to the use cf pedagogic tasks which draw stu-

dents' attention to the features ofthe target language itself. The trigger for

this is the teacher's noticing of errors which are systematic, pervasive, and

remediable in the students (Long, 199l:45-46).

Tasks in TBUr are categorised into target tasks, task types, pedagogic

tasks, and task syllabus. Target tasks are defined (Long, 1990:35) as "the

things the learners will eventually do in English, at school or university, at

work, in a vocational training program, on vacation, and so on-a non-

technical, non-linguistic definition." The selection of tasks is based on the

learner's real or potential needs in the world beyond the classroom and also

with reference to theoretical and empirical insights into those Social and

psycholinguistic processes which facilitate language acquisition (Nunan,

t jgLZlg). After the selection of target tasks, the next step is to classify

them into task types. For example, "serving food and beverages" in a training

course for flight attendants may be a task type which comprises the tasks of

serving breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snacks and refreshments (Long and

Crookis, l99Z:44\. pedagogic tasks are derived from task types and are

sequenced to form a rask syllabus. According to Long (1990:35), pedagogic

tasls are activities which are conducted by teachers and students in the

classroom. Another pedagogically oriented definition of task is suggested

by Richards, Platt, and Weber (1985:289)' namely:

an activity or action which is canied out as the result of processing or

understanding language (i.e. as a response). For example, drawing a map
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while listening to a tape, listening to an instruction and performing a

command, may be referred to as tasks. Tasks may or may not involve the
production of language. A task usually requires the teacher to specify
what will be regarded as successful completion of the task.

As proposed by Nunan (1991:279), the task-based CLT has the following
featnres:

L An ernphasis on leaming to communicate through interaction in
the target language

2. The introduction of authentic texts into the learning situation
3. The provision of opportunities for leamers to focus, not only on

language, but also on the learning process itself
4. An enhancement of the learners' own personal experiences as

important contributing elements to classroom learning
5. An attempt to link classroom language learning with language

activation outside the classroom

Long and Crookes (1992:43) emphasise that tasks are activities which
focus on something that is done, not something that is said. Pica, Kanagy,
and Falodun (1993:18-23) discuss five task types which have been used by
researchers, namely: (i) jigsaw (e.g. Gass and Varonis, 1985); (2) informa-
tion gap (e.g. Piea" Young, and Doughty, 1981); (3) problem-solving (e.g.

Crookes and Rulon, 1985); (4) decision-making (e.9. Duff, i986); and (5)
opinion exchange (e"g. Pica, et al" 1990). Jigsaw tasks are eharacterised by
activities of exehanging and manipulating different information possessed

by different participants. In information gap iasks, one participant possesses

information which other participants need to cornplete their tasks. Prob,
iern-soiving tasks are interaction activiiies which are orienteti icwarti one
resoiution of outcome. Deeision-*ra-king tasl-s refer to pa-rticipants' activi-
ties in selecting one out of a number oi available outcomes. Finally, opin-
ion exchange tasks require partieioants to engage in discussion anti ex-
change of ideas.

Research has been conducted into the efiectiveness of interactions
using these various pedagogic tasks (iigsaw, inforrnation gap, problern sol.r-
ing, decision making, or opinion exchange) (Fica, Kanagy, and Falodun,
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1993:19). Long ( l98l ), for instance, investigated one-way tasks versus two-

way tasks. He found that two-way tasks, in which all students in a group

discussicn had unique information to eontribute, stimulated significantly

more modified interactions than one-way tasks, in which one member of

the group possessed all the relevant information. Doughty and Pica (1986)

studied iequireO information-exchange tasks versus tasks in which the ex-

change of information was optional. They found that the iormer [asks gen-

erate; significantly more modified interaction than the latter tasks' Berwick

(1988, as cited in Nunan, 1991) investigated the different types of language

stimulated by transactional tasks, in which communication occurs princi-

pally to bring about the exchange of goods and services, and interpersonal

tasks, in which communication occurs largeiy ior social purposes. Berwick

found that the different functional purposes stimulated different realisation

of grammatical categories. Long, et al. (1976) found that smal!-group tasks

p.J*pt students to use a gleater range of language functions than teacher-

iominated tasks. Nunan (1991) investigated the different interactional pat-

terns stimulatpd by open tasks, in which there is no single colrect answer'

and closed tasks, in which there is a single corect answer or a restricted

number of correct answers. He found that closed tasks stimulated more

modified interactions with lower-intermediate to intermediate learners' As

concluded by Nunan ( 1991), some task types might be more appropriate for

particular leamers than others.

COMPONENTS AND SAMPLE OF TASK

A task consists of several components. Wright (1987) states that a task

should rninirnaiiy contain two elements, namely, input data and an initiating

question for learners to work on. Candlin (19S7) suggests that a task should

contain input, roles, settings, actions, monitoring, Outcomes, and feedback.

Nunan (1989:47-95) proposes six components of atask, namely: goals' input,

activities, teacher role, learner role, and settings'

Goals are described as what is intended to be achieved through a

learning task. They are not necessarily stated explicitly since they can be

infened from the task. Clark (in Nunan, l99l:49) proposes four goal types.
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They are: (1) communicative goais, which refer to the establishment and
maintenance of interpersonal relationship through which exchange of
information, ideas, opinions, attitudes, and feelings occurs, or things can be
done; (2) socio-cultural goals, namely an understanding of daily life patterns
of the target language community; (3) learning-how-to-learn goals, which
are an ability to plan work and find ways to attain its objective; and (4)
I^-^.'^-^ ^^,1 ^,,1+,,-^l ^^^l^ : ^ -- .,-J^-^.^-J:-^ ^f +L^ ^-,^r^-l4lEu4Bs 4lru Lurlula 4wdEllsDs 6u4rD, r.L. dl ulruerJLdturrtE ur urg sJJLcirl

of the target language and how it works.
Input refers to the data, such as picture stories, photographs, draw-

ings, shopping lists, brochures, street map, recipe, newspaper extracts, edi-
torials, or postcards, which are used as the point of departure for doing the
task.

Activities are what learners will do with the input. Nunan (1991:59)
proposes three characteristics of task activities, namely, "rehearsal for the
real world; skill use; and fluency/accuracy." The types of activity (i.e. jig-
saw, inforrnation gap, problem solving, decision making, and opinion ex-
change) have been discussed in the task types above.

Teacher role and learner role specify the parts which teacher and learner
will play respectively. In using tasks, a teacher is expected to assume two
roles (Breen and Candlin, 1980:99):

The first role ls to facilitate the eommunication proeess tretween all par-
ticipants in the classroom, and between these participants and the vari-
ous activities and texts. The second role is to act as an independent par-
ticipant within the leaming-teaching group.

Qarrinac ara rLa ^l^-.-^^- ^+d6fta6an+. ^^^^:f:^,t f^- - r^-L T'--LJwtLlllSJ av Ulw wlqJolVvlll dlqlSvtarvllD Oyvltrrlu lvl q KJA, lor\

activities can be camed out partly or wholly in the classroom or outside the
classroom. They may involve whole class, small groups, pairs, or individu-
als.

These six components are an elaboration of Nunan's (1989:47) four
core components of a task, namely, "the goais, the input (iinguistic or oth-
crwise), the activities derived frorn this input, and finally the roles implied
lirr teacher and learners."
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Thefollowingisanexampleoftask-basedactivitiesforelementary
Schoolstudents.Thetaskispreparedtoincludethefourcorecomponents
shteC abc"'e (i.e. goals, inpui activities' and roles for teacher and learners)'

These components are incorporated in a iormat which consists of

prepaft$ion, !'e. the teaching 
"ont*nt 

and media to be prepared before the

ffi*-""oiion of a lesson iiclass, tndprocedure, i.e. teaching and learning

activities and their sequence to be carried out in class'

Fruits Preference

Freparatiott:

1. kepare a chart of fruits (apple, orange' blnana' mango' pineapple' water

*"lon, jack-fruit, rambutan, grapes) with iabels'

2. Draw four pictures on cartorlpaper' each about: (1) Ali and his house'

(2) a kitchen with a fridge, 13f an open fridge with some kinds of fruits

in it, (4) Ali, holding some fruits'

3. Prepare a number or fruits (realia)'

Procedure:

l. a. Put pictures 1-4 on board and write under each picture:

1) This is AIi. This is Ali's house'

2) There is a kitchen in AIi's house'

There is afridge in the kitchen'

3) There are some fruits in the fridge:
appl'es, bananag durians, Srapes' mangoes'

orange s, pap ayas, rambutan& watermelons'

4) Ati likes apples, bananag and rambutans'

b. Read the text ty pointing to the pictures, and let the students listen.

2. a. Then, offer fruits (realia) to 5 students in turns by saying: Do you

Iike aPPIe?

(banana, man7o, etc'), and give it to the student if the response ls

Yes.
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b. (Tc the 5 students): HoId your fruits. (Then, to other students):
I) Stand wp, please.

2) Point to the apple.
3) Point to the banana (mango, grapes, etc.)
4) (For fun) Point to your friend (the door the window)
5) Sit down, please.

3. a. Put a fruit chart on board and say: Here are someVuitsforyou.
Whicltfruits do you like? Ask several students in turn to write
on the board, 3 fruits they like and 3 fruits they do not like, As
an aid for the students, write on board: I like 

- 

I don't
like _.

b. Ask all students to write what they like and what they do not
like in their notebooks.

c. Divide class into 3 groups, and ask one student for each group
to count the number of students who like certain fruit.

d. Write the fruits and the numbers on board.
e. Discuss the favouriie fruits by counting the total numbers of

fruits selected by students.
4. Ask students to draw and colour one of their favourite fruits in their

nnfahnnlzc

5. Assign students to ask their parents' favourite fruits.

This task activity was used in the first term of grade tiuee students (beginners

in English) of an elementary schooi in Maiang.

TBLT APPROACH FOR TEFI,IN INDONESIA
As discussed above, TBUI is the cun'eni trend irr CLT. It is charac-

terised by the use of iasks in teaching and iearnin* process. Civen that
TBUI integrates meaning-focused and forrrr-focused instructions, and it is
an effective approach for increasing student interactions, it may be worth
considering for its application in prirnary anci secon<iary schools in in<ione-
sia. As a new approach for teachers in Indonesia, there are some recom-
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mendations relating to the current syllabus and textbooks, demand of evaiu-

ation system, teacher's belief, and use of the target language'

Firstly, the current syllabus (i'e' "'he 1994 English syllabus) and the

available textbooks have not been designed using the task-based approach'

I{owsver, since the r_ask-based approieh is eoneerned with teaching and

i"*ing aetivities, with a little creativity teachers can modify their lesson

pr"p*utiont to adopt the task-based approach'

Secondty, the application of task-based approach will face a problem

with the demand of tho evaluation system (EBTA). Since the emphasis of

theassessmentusingtask-basedapproachisonwhatthestudentsdorather
thanonwhattheysay,itdoesnotmatchwiththedemandofthecurrent
evaluation system which is focused on language accuracy' For the time

i.ing, teachers are advised to apply the approach gradually' and combine it

withtheteachingandleanringaciivitiesbasedonthedemandofthe
evaluation system. At the elementary school level, however, the approach

can be fully implemented because English is a local content subject and so

tt 
" 

,ua"ni assessment is determined by the EFL teachers themselves, not

by the external examination.

Thirdly,theEFLteachersinlndonesiamayhavetheirownbelieffor
their teaching practices. The teachers' belief may be in the form of their

perception trrat ttrey are "not teaching" if they do not teach grammar in their

taditional ways (e.g. grammar explanation and mechanical drills)' In the

long run, ,u.i, a U"nJf needs to be revised' Approaches' methods' and

tech"niqu"s for TEFL develop, and teachers need to develop and keep up

with teaching-learning developments'

Fourthly, for the-use of itre target language' two things need to be

considered. on the one hand, there is a challenge for teachers to improve

theirmastery of English to meet the demand of the use of the target language

in teaching. On the other hand, beginning EFL leamers may encounter

difficulties when the teacher uses Engiish only (the target language) in the

classroom. To overcome the learners' difficulties due to their limited

languagemastery,Prabhu(|984:278-279)suggeststhatothercommunicative
rssources such as guessing, gestures, native language' or actions be used'

The use of native language in a foreign language situation may be an option'
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ii may be used when there are certain distinct advantages for studenis'
comprehension and class management. Native language may be used only
for short stretches of time. Exarnples of such advantages (Brown, I 994: I 05 )
include:

o negotiation of disciplinary and other management factors
. briefdescriptions ofhow to carry out a technique

- hrief cvnlqnofinnc nf orqmmqr nninfcv
. quick pointers on meanings of words that remain confusing

after students have had a try at defining something themselves
a cultural notes and comrnents

In using actions as an aid for learners' comprehension, the Total Physi-
cal Response (TPR) approach can be considered. TPR approach is
characterised by a large number of activities in listening and acting, di-
rected by the teacher (Brown, 1994:64). Using TPR, learners can learn a
new language without worrying about mistakes they might make in their
first efforts to use the language (Lightbown and Spada, 1993:90).

CONCTUDING REMARK
As a concluding remark, the task-based approach irnplies the use of

the orinciple of studeni-aeiive learning approach and an emphasis on inter-
action in learning a language. In consequence ofthe adoption of student-
active learning approach in prirnary and secondary schooi curricuium in
Indonesia, teachers shoul<i think of the benefit for their stucients, and not
merely of their comfort in teaching practices.

ln the writer's experience in using task-based activities at the primary
schooi ievei, the ciass situation changed. The students were seen enthusias-
tic in doi,'rg tlie aetivities. They someiimes becarrre noisy because ihey
shouted or yelled when they succeeded in doing a task or when they gave
suppcrt to thelr fnends who ivere dcing cenarn iasks. In additicn, the in-
volvement of physical aetivities caused the students not to sit still in their
seats. They often stood or moved arounci. Students' noise and movernent
should be toleratecJ because these were the ways to lei students interact as

suggested in language learning process using tasks.
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